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Abstract. Literature review exploring the psychological reasoning behind why
both individuals with and without mental deficits exhibit superstitious thinking
under normal circumstances. This paper mainly utilizes the dual process model of
system 1 and system 2—advocated by Kahneman and Frederick— as a suggested
cause of the widespread use of superstitious thinking and why they exist despite
being known to be untrue. System 1 is quick, instinctive, and has little to no effort
required, whilst system 2 is slower, more conscious, and effortful. However, it is
insufficient enough to represent this cognitive phenomenon without refining the
model with the possibility that people recognize their beliefs as being inaccurate,
in the moment, yet still act upon, nevertheless. The article revolves around system
1 and its hand in superstitious idea generation as well as the ability for system 2
to correct them.
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1 Introduction

Superstition is a complex concept with abstract parameters on the scope of inquiry that
require some clarity to give it to be analyzed, developed and explored more deeply [1].
Oftentimes, superstition can be referred to as irrational or false beliefs, whilst magical
thinking is defined by the belief that certain actions may influence events or objects
where there are no causal connections [2].

A cognitive deficit is an inclusive representation of the brain that has impairments
within different domains of cognition. Although it is not limited to any condition or
disease, it may be the embodiment of an underlying pathological condition [3, 4].
Superstition was traditionally thought of as such due to the unusual circumstances and
predicaments created as a result of people being unable to think logically about the
causal relations between different events. For example, when people knock on wood
even though there no plausible mechanisms which will affect the odds of a future event
from this action exclusively, and yet it is still done.

Superstitions was originally thought of based off peoples’ cognitive deficits with
culture, anxiety, desire, stress, gender and age factors [5–7]. Initially, people of archaic
and non-westernmodern cultures were thought to have exhibited superstitious behaviour
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because they were too primitive and paled in comparison to the technological advance-
ments required to replace irrational beliefs [8]. However, superstitious belief andmagical
thinking aren’t limited to mentally deficient people. A notable example of the contrary
being the Toronto Maple leaf’s fans on game night in 2013, where the majority of fans
exhibited their superstitious rituals in preparation of the last game of the playoffs [9].
As well as evidence that shows some people may retain their beliefs throughout their
lifetime.

There were other early accounts of superstition that revolved around motivation as
the main component. Malinowski lived with the Trobriand islanders of Melanesia from
1914 to 1918 made interesting reports on the superstitions of deep-sea fishermen [10].
Compared to fishermen who fished in more familiar and calmer waters, the deep-sea
fishermen partook in more superstitious rituals as a shield against the uncertainty of
fishing out deep in the open sea due to the hazardous and uncertain environment.

Benno later proposed that people may receive psychological benefits if they under-
stand, predict, and feel in control of one’s environment in comparison to psychological
costs(uncertainties) [11]. Superstition falls under this category of psychological benefits
since it can offer individuals a sense of understanding even when there is insufficient
information to develop and accurate causal explanation [8]. B.f Skinner did an exper-
iment regarding pigeons and superstition [12]. Skinner did this through observing the
rituals pigeons performed whilst waiting for a machine to dispense food at random inter-
vals. He discovered that the birds associated the actions they did with the delivery of
food and subsequently continued to perform these actions. This experiment demonstrates
superstition as if there was a causal relationship between the actions performed and food
dispensing, is similar to one of the reasons of why people can be superstitious.

2 Dual Processing Model

The dual processingmodel (systems 1&2) is accounted in understanding the psychology
behind superstition andmagical thinking. Intuition is usually definedwith reference to its
supposed characteristics, of implicit, fast, and automatic responses to a given situation.
This refers to system 1 In the dual model system and arises from a number of different
memory-related processes such as recognition memory, associative learning, and skilled
memory [13]. For the case of superstition, superstitious beliefs are thought to arise from
utilizing system 1 thinking alone without consulting system 2, and the recognition of
superstitious thinking by utilizing system 2. However, there is a case for which people
recognize that their thinking is superstitious through the consultation of system 2 yet
choose to ignore it.

The model shown in Fig. 1 assumes the activation of magical intuition. What deter-
mineswhether it is activated in thefirst place is basedon the extent ofmotivation, previous
consideration of the intuition and personal beliefs on the validity of the intuition. This
simple diagram maps system 1 processing with a further dichotomous representation of
possibilities when system 2 is engaged or not.
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Fig. 1. The model that assumes the activation of magical intuition [14]

2.1 System 1

Substitution fallacies: A flaw of human nature is to answer complex questions with quick
intuitive answers, through substituting hard questions with easy ones and regarding
the answer of the latter to the former. Whilst doing this, people are unaware of their
differences between questions and the answer provided is for a completely different
question [8, 15]. Rather than system 2 engaging to answer a difficult question, system 1
substitutes the question with an associated but fundamental question that is much easier
to answer. IE. “What is the probability that this teacher is going to give out homework
today” compared to “Does the teacher look like she is going to give out homework
today?”. Frazer tells a story about the superstitions with regard to taboos whilst eating
[16]. People eat certain body parts of animals in hopes of gaining their attributes. Like
the people of Northern India who believed that eating the eyeball of an owl would allow
them to see in the dark much better. As the eyeball of an owl represents enhanced vision,
people make the association between ingestion and night vision for themselves [17].

Associative Coherence: A stimulus induces a coherent and self-reinforcing pattern
that activates associative memory. This favours a series of ideas that reinforce each
other whilst driving out the ideas that aren’t reinforced. Depending on the context, some
words may have different meanings when used, ( ie. Stable, meaning a high structural
integrity and balance when referring to a building, and barn side structure that house
horses when referring to the horses resting place. The words refer to one and not both
simultaneously depending on the context used [10]. System 1 is activated here with
automatic associations. The search for a priming effect within the mind was guided with
a specific hypothesis that believes in rules regulate the spread of activation in associative
memory ie. (idea activation spreads between literal and metaphoric meanings) [3, 11,
18]. People create their correlations through spontaneous activities that correlate with
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events under certain context. Ie(slapping the ground before hitting a home run will create
a correlation) quick and intuitively which results in their superstitious ritual if they do
hit homeruns a few times right after slapping the ground.

2.2 System 2

Being rational: Several studies show a negative correlation between people who aremore
educated and rational and superstitious beliefs [19]. Generally, people who are more
rational engage in system 2 more often than those who are less rational. Rationality
can vary due to the mental state of the people. Some studies have shown different
motivations to be more rational than others. One being individual differences. There are
multiple studies that show those that are more motivated to think intuitively to engage
in superstitious thinking compared to those who are more rational and less likely to do
the same [20].

Associative coherence: Although associative coherence may be part of the reason
why people would engage in superstitious behaviours in the first place, there are also
reasons as to why some people would see contextual cues, such as the design of a task
that can help people recognize the errors. It usually occurs through an opinion change
through mentally represented problems or the direction of their attention. Engaging in
system 2 thinkingwhilst observing the context and thinking rationally would help people
identify their superstitious beliefs [20, 21]. Kahneman & Fredrick did a study where
helped identify common judgement errors made by the subjects through changing their
viewpoints [22, 23]. Namely from that of the subjects to the ones of the examiner. There
was an experiment conductedwhere people read about a womanwho is called by a breast
cancer charity for a donation. The subjects who read that she chose to donate would infer
that there is a higher probability for her to be a breast cancer patient. However, from
the view of the examiners, those who read scenarios where she both donated and didn’t
donate money concluded that she had an equal probability of having breast cancer.

The circumstance inwhich system 2 is ignored can referred to as acquiescence. Risen
J. L. [20] believes that if there are superstitious actions, there should be superstitious
beliefs underlying. System 2 stops the superstitious action from occurring but doesn’t
explain why people take action that reflects irrational thoughts and behaviours whilst
simultaneously being aware and often unable to get rid of these beliefs [24]. The point
to be made is that people may be aware of their irrationality but “acquiescence to a
powerful intuition nevertheless” [14, 25].

3 Conclusion

Out of the numerous models that could have been analysed for an explanation of why
we exhibit superstitious thinking, I have settled on the dual model process and used
systems 1 &2 to showcase human susceptibility to false causal relations. Even educated
and emotionally stable adults who know that superstitions are not rational will still
have superstitious beliefs. Kahneman & Fredrick advocated this model to explain why
superstition is so widespread and maintained even if known to be not true [22, 23]. I
hope the points stated in this article will give insight to those who are examining the
cause and effects of superstitious and magical thinking.
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